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Low pollution led to warmer January?
Sunny Days BLOWING HOT & COLD
Because Of
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New Delhi: For the second
consecutive year, Delhi missed
its characteristic January
chill. While the month had more cold days than December,
temperatures stayed above
normal on a majority of days
— one of the reasons for
which, ironically, could be the
relatively clean winter air this
season.
The month ended with the
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average minimum temperature 1.1 degree Celsius higher
than normal and the average
maximum 0.7 degrees above

A 73-year-old man, a former
peon at ministry of external
affairs, was arrested along
with his wife in connection
with a cheating case of
Rs 30 lakh taken on the
pretext of providing
government jobs.

 Continued from P1
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he Yamuna expressway
accident happened near
Jewar toll plaza around
7am when a sand-laden truck
suddenly braked to turn near
the 36th milestone. Santosh
Chaturvedi (50), a Mathurabased businessman, his
friend and a driver died in the
pileup. Chaturvedi was headed towards Ghaziabad with
his wife Rachna (45), son Yash
(30), daughter Yashwanti (27)
and friend Mukesh Gupta (45).
They were in two cars, an Ertiga and a Ciaz. “One of the cars
hit the truck on the AgraGreater Noida carriageway.
Chaturvedi, Gupta and Ibrahim, one of the drivers, were
killed. It’s not clear who was
travelling in which car,” said
Jewar SHO Ajay Kumar. The
rest of the family members
are being treated at Kailash
hospital in Jewar.
Jewar witnessed another
accident an hour later when
two trucks collided head-on
on the bumpy Jhajjar road
around 8.15am. Four people
were injured. In the Dankaur
area, two bikers were killed in

Singer Mika Singh gets
relief in assault case: In
a major relief to Bollywood
and Punjabi singer Mika
Singh, a court on Tuesday
allowed the complainant’s
plea seeking to settle an
assault case against the
singer.

Delhi govt to present
health model to WHO:
The Delhi government will
present its health model to
the WHO, World Bank and
other major international
bodies at a conference in
Bangkok on Wednesday.

HC declines hearing on
pre-poll freebies: The
Delhi high court on Tuesday
declined to give an urgent
hearing to a plea seeking to
restrain all political parties
from making promises of
offering freebies to people
if they are voted to power.

Badarpur plant to
stay shut till notice
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: The environment
department of the Delhi government on Tuesday extended
the closure directive of the Badarpur power plant, which means it won’t reopen till further
orders. Officials said this was
the first step being taken in
compliance with the graded response plan to tackle air pollution. The department issued
this order after the SC-appointed Environment Pollution
Control Authority (EPCA) directed it to keep the plant shut
for the time being.
Delhi’s air quality was “very poor” on Tuesday, according
to the Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB). Officials said
that the graded response plan
required the Badarpur plant to
be shut down when air quality

becomes “severe”. “But it was
suggested by EPCA that we close it. This was also discussed in
a Jan 20 meeting called by EPCA,” said an official from the environment department.
The Delhi government had
shut the plant on November 6. It
was to remain shut till January
31. “We are ready to generate power but are waiting for communication from the government,” said an NTPC official.
He claimed no such closure extension orders had been received by NTPC on Tuesday.
EPCA chairman Bhure Lal
said, “We want the plant to remain shut, especially since there is no power crisis in the city.
Keeping it shut has helped considerably in keeping the pollution level in check. There is no
need to run it now.”
(With agency inputs)

Murder witness
shot thrice, critical

day while he was entering
his house. The victim, Sidharth Sharma, is battling
for life at a local hospital.
He is an eyewitness in a woman’s murder that took
place in Mangolpuri’s YBlock in March 2016.
The victim’s family claimed that he was being
pressured to withdraw his
statement. However, even

after receiving the threats,
he went to a court in Rohini
on Monday morning. After
he was shot, his mother found him lying in a pool of
blood and called the police.
Doctors said he has been
shot in his shoulder, chest
and abdomen.
Sharma’s family said
that they had informed the
police about the repeated
threats over the past one
month, but no action was
taken to ensure his security. Sources said the DCP
may be quizzed as to why
Sharma wasn’t given protection. CCTV footages are
being scanned and locals
are being questioning to
identify the shooters.

Court frees man, says
alcometer not genuine
New Delhi: Every electronic device, be it an alcometer, does not give 100% accurate reading and error is bound to occur, a court observed while setting free a man
who was jailed in a drunken
driving case.
The judge set aside a trial
court order sentencing the
man to six days imprisonment for driving an auto in a

par. As monthly averages go,
these deviations are significant although lower than what
was seen in January last year,
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New Delhi: A 25-year-old
man was shot thrice by
three assailants in outer
Delhi’s Krishan Vihar near Sultanpuri late on Mon-
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drunken state, saying there
was no proof that the device,
used to measure alcohol content in the body, was functioning well.
The court said the report
did not even carry the signature of the challaning officer and the person to whom
it pertained, and hence the
magistrate should not have
convicted the accused. PTI

separate accidents. Rohtaash
(31), a resident of Rampur
Khadar in Jewar, was hit by a
Canter at the T-point near the
Latifpur intersection.
Pradeep (28) died when a
speeding vehicle ploughed into his bike near the Chappergarh underpass on the service
lane of the Yamuna expressway. His friend Pramod,
who was with him, was
seriously injured.

FOG NIGHTMARE
Munni Devi was killed
when she was hit by a UP
Roadways bus (UP87G0126)
around 7.30 am.
She was crossing the road
when the bus hit her. “The
driver fled from the spot. Passengers were possibly present
in the bus but nobody stopped
to help her,” Tomar said.
An official said the visibility at 5:30 am on Tuesday was
around 200 metres, which is
classified as dense fog. “The
visibility dropped and fluctuated between 0 and 50 metres
around 7 am. From 0-50
metres, it is considered very
dense,” the official said.
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which was an exceptional
warm month.
Night temperatures dropped below 5 degrees C on just

‘Structures
razed near
Birla Mandir’
New Delhi: The National Green Tribunal was on Tuesday informed by Delhi government
that it has demolished illegal
religious structures in the Central Ridge area near the Birla
temple.
A bench headed by Justice
Jawad Rahim perused the status report filed by the government’s counsel which said that
they have complied with the
tribunal’s order directing demolition of the structures on
January 4. The structures demolished were “Prachin Mahamai temple along with platforms, four jhuggis and two
chabutara”.
The service road running
parallel to Birla Mandir was
left as the representative of
land and development office
contended that this was part of
the temple and should be left, it
said. The bench was hearing an
execution petition filed by the
petitioner seeking implementation of tribunal's March 3,
2015 order directing demolition
of the illegal structure. Advocate Prafulla K Behera, appearing for petitioner K C Bhargava, said despite tribunal’s
March 2015 order authorities
had not complied with it. PTI

four days during the month
while maximum temperatures were significantly lower
than normal on three days.
Compare this to 10 ‘cold days’
in January 2015 (significantly
lower maximum temperatures) and 11 days when the mercury dropped below 5 degrees
in January 2013.
So why did Delhi witness a
mild winter even though the
western Himalayas saw good
snowfall this January? Meteorologists said this could due to
several local and largescale
factors. “This season, the cold
did not get transmitted significantly from the hills to the plains of north and central India.
That’s because the position of
‘western disturbances’ (cold,
moist winds from southern

Europe) was mostly a little more to the north, which affected
only J&K and Himachal Pradesh,” said D Sivananda Pai,
head of IMD’s long term forecasts, which had predicted a
mild winter in India this year.
Interestingly, the relatively
low pollution levels this
month could also have contributed to the higher-than-normal daytime temperatures, a
Met official said.
“The month had 58 hours
of fog across 13 days. That’s not
unusual. However, unlike in
the past, the fog occurred
mostly at night or in the mornings. Afternoons were relatively clear. This may be a result
of lower air pollution because
pollutants increase fog,” the
official said.

‘Why no info on green cost?’
New Delhi: Delhi high court
on Tuesday sought response
of Delhi government on why
has it not complied with a
2011 CIC order to display information of the environmental cost, including the
number of trees felled, of
each development project in
the city.

Justice Sanjeev Sachdeva
issued notice to the departments of forest, wildlife, environment and urban development and sought their replies on a plea seeking implementation of the August 5,
2011 order of the CIC. The
matter was listed for further
hearing on March 3. PTI

